
Primeo Energie
Kosmos
 Science and Experience Centre
 for Climate & Energy



Come and find
the energy answers
to climate questions.

Climate and construction
Our open-air exhibition on 23 yellow reused construction 
panels shows how sustainability can work in construction. 
We also take a look at problems and how to solve them. 

In the new building for our Science Centre, 70% of the 
components have been reused, recycled or made from 
renewable raw materials, or are leftover items, class B stock 
or waste products and, wherever possible, are of regional 
origin.

More than 90% of the surrounding grounds are made of 
reused material and have already been awarded the Bronze 
Hare architecture prize.



Why do we 
need an energy 
revolution for 
climate protec-
tion?
The Primeo Energie Kosmos in Münchenstein 
near Basel gets to the bottom of this question.

Natural scientific phenomena relating to 
climate and energy spring to life and become 
easy to grasp. Surprising moments for young 
and old are guaranteed.

Our sites in Münchenstein and Olten offer 
something for anyone who wants to learn 
more about climate and energy. Our Science 
Centre hosts hands-on stations, guided tours 
and science shows. The Experience Centre 
takes you on a multimedia energy journey. 
And you can take part in workshops or cele-
brate your birthday at the Energy Learning 
Centre. Schools, the general public, compa-
nies and partners: everyone is welcome.



Experience Centre
Let’s take a very personal energy journey! In lavishly designed 
rooms, you will learn how we can still reach the goals of the 
energy revolution together. 
Duration of energy journey: 35 minutes (max. 15 people)

Energy Learning Centre
At our sites in Münchenstein and Olten our younger visitors 
can build solar vehicles, lamps or small robots, and learn inte-
resting facts about energy.
Duration of workshop: 3 hours (max. 10 to 15 children)

Visit by

appointment

Science Centre
Seventeen interactive stations will let you experience various 
phenomena relating to important climate and energy topics. 
See for yourself how the greenhouse effect works, or spin 
pedals and feel the electricity flowing through you all of a 
sudden – completely safe, of course. 
Duration of the discovery tour: 45 minutes



Science shows
Enough research: now it’s showtime! Experienced 
experts explain the wonders of science in a vivid and 
entertaining show, giving you an even better under-
standing of how the extraordinary everyday climate 
and energy processes all around us work.
Duration of the science show: 45 or 90 minutes 
(on request)

Guided tours
Our guides will be happy to share their knowledge 
with you on one of our very own guided tours, be it on 
exciting climate reconstructions of the past millennia or 
on the charged history of electricity.
Duration of tour: 45 minutes (on request)

Workshops
In our two workshop spaces on the second floor of the 
Science Centre, electricity comes from the ceiling, 
while knowledge flows straight from hands into minds:

Whether on climate, energy or sustainability, in the 
workshops we delve deeper into the topics we encoun-
tered at the Science and Experience Centre. As an extra-
curricular place of learning, we continue with our teach-
ers and students from where traditional lessons end.
Duration of workshop: 45 minutes (on request)

Event location
Whether you’re organising a company event, a club 
outing or a child’s birthday party, you can choose from 
a wide array of spaces and accompanying programmes 
for all kinds of occasions.
On request



More info:

primeo-energie-

kosmos.ch

Primeo Energie Kosmos
Science and Experience Centre for Climate & Energy
Weidenstrasse 6
4142 Münchenstein
Tel. +41 61 415 44 38
kontakt@primeo-energie-kosmos.ch
primeo-energie-kosmos.ch

Opening hours – by appointment
The Primeo Energie Kosmos is open for your visit every Thurs-
day from 3 to 5 pm and every Saturday and Sunday from 1 to 
3 pm. We always recommend booking by phone or email for 
guaranteed entry to the science and adventure centre. There is 
a limited number of 30 places per day.

Groups and school classes of 10 or more people can also 
enter outside the above times for an individually arranged 
programme. Please contact Primeo Energie Kosmos using the 
registration form.

The contents of the entire exhibition are available in German, 
French and English. We look forward to your registration.

Entrance fees
Children up to the age of 7 for free
Adults aged 18 and over 15 CHF 
Reduced  12 CHF
(children/young people from 7 to 17,  
OASI, IV, BLKB customers)   
Family (up to 2 adults and up to 5 children 45 CHF 

A detailed price list is available at primeo-energie-kosmos.ch. 
Entrance is free for schools and Primeo Energie customers.


